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GRID is a design, visualisation, digital graphics and modeling service provider. 
We provide support during concept to completion in Architecture, Interior Design, Landscape, Specialized lighting con-
trol concepts, Digital computational design, digital Art & Graphics. Being able to support the designer with models, 
simulations, conceptual & photorealistic visuals, animations and films to best illustrate projects to an audience closest to 
designer’s imagination. 

We strive to make each project a unique expression of the client’s dream. 
Every design is explored with a unique approach experimenting various design variables and options, conceptualizing 
and visualizing possibilities to deliver the most efficient option using latest software and processes.

Our range of skills gird experienced designers, visualizers, post production specialists, 
photographers, motion graphic artists, programmers and digital computation specialists.

Our staff are passionate about art. This belief  is reinforced through each individual’s 
dedication encouraging creative thought and constant up gradation of skill and technology. 
Our in-depth knowledge of  global market standards and exclusive skill set contribute to the 
creation of unique, innovative products which respond not only to designer’s and client’s vision but to a global audience.

Our services offered are essentially

•  Architectural CGI Still Renderings
•  Architectural CGI Films and content
•  360 Panoramas & Video
•  3D Rendered Plans/ Sections

•  Architectural/ Interior/ Landscape Design Concept
•  Lighting design concept & simulation
•  Bespoke 3D Model creation and Development
•  Parametric modeling and computational design
 
•  Design Graphics and Digital art
•  Concept/ Mood Boards
•  Marketing Illustrations and Graphics
•  Explainer/ Illustrative Videos
•  Construction Sequence

•  Web content creation
•  Corporate films 
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ABDALI MALL - Amman Jordan 
2013 https://vimeo.com/121764422

The objective of the Animation Film was to showcase and promote the great potential of the Abdali Mall in a spectacular animated film and thereby create a 
highly efficient marketing and communication tool that will attract leading retail brands and be essential in driving the appropriate target audience to the Mall 
be it businessmen, families, individuals, kids or tourists. With its unique features, its state-of-the-art facilities and amenities and its contemporary design 
shown in an appealing way, the Mall would be perceived as a trendsetter establishing itself as a regional destination for shopping, leisure socializing, dining 
and entertainment.
The idea was to present in a dynamic and informative yet creative and elegant way, a very high quality realistic video highlighting the grandeur and unique-
ness of the project exterior and interior features, amenities and lifestyle offered. The film essentially showcased the project designed as an iconic modern 
and lively shopping mall with unique features spread over five levels, shown in day and night moods in different scenes with the openness, clarity, 
transparency with a feel of the indoor-outdoor experience in the central atrium along with the overall fluidity as a friendly atmosphere which characterized 
the project and gave it a strong and unique identity.

OMRAN CONVENTION CENTRE - Oman 
2010 https://vimeo.com/18359699

The objective of the Animation Film was to promote the great potential of the Omran Convention Centre in a spectacular animated film and thereby create 
a highly efficient marketing and communication tool that will attract and drive the appropriate target audience to the Convention Centre.With its unique fea-
tures, its state-of-the-art facilities and amenities and its contemporary design shown in an appealing way, the Convention Centre would be perceived as a 
trendsetter establishing itself as a regional destination for exhibitions and events.
The idea was to present in a informative creative and elegant way, a very high quality realistic video highlighting the grandeur and uniqueness of the project 
exterior and interior features, amenities and facilities offered. The film essentially showcased the project designed as an iconic modern and lively conven-
tion centre with unique features spread over the area, shown in day and night moods in different scenes with the openness, clarity, transparency with a feel 
of the indoor-outdoor experience.

PROJECTS ARCHITECTURAL ANIMATION



YAS ISLAND, Southern Marina - AbuDhabi
2009 https://vimeo.com/16659733

A spetacular Vision which sold the concept in a 4 Minute presentation to the Client

ASPIRE STADIUM, Aspire Complex - Qatar 
2008 https://vimeo.com/25616522

A spetacular Film showcasing the concept in a 3 Minute presentation to the Client

PROJECTS ARCHITECTURAL ANIMATION



PROJECTS MARKETING VISUALS



PROJECTS LANDSCAPE VISUALS



PROJECTS MODELING, DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT



PROJECTS MODELING, DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT



PROJECTS CGI PERSPECTIVES



PROJECTS CGI PERSPECTIVES



PROJECTS PRODUCT DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION



Founded in the year 2003 in Bangalore India. Our presence in the Middle East started in 2005 and was established 
with a Studio at Al Nahda, Dubai in 2011 enabling a local service availability to our clients.
Our strength locally is 5 and team in the office offshore with 6 experienced designers.
Apart from our employees we have various part-time consultants locally and abroad whom we plug into the 
production process as and when specific skill projects demand.

We have worked with leading architects from UAE, UK, USA, Hongkong and India. 
We have played an integral part in the core concept team designing various prestigious projects from concept to construction. Our immense experience 
with lead Architects in producing spectacular designs and concepts 
worldwide has helped convert various prospects to projects adding to clients’ business volume. 
We have to our credibility, 
Designs with HAZEL WONG RMJM, HAMID KIA SOM/RMJM, GORDON AFFLECK 10Design/RMJM, 
LATE JONATHAN KNIGHT HOPKINS/RMJM, ARUN JYOT SINGH BHALLA RSP, HASSAN SYED GENSLER/RMJM,
Projects with Clients RMJM, GENSLER, ATKINS, U+A, RSP, DSA, ALLIANCE, DXB-LAB, KILLA DESIGN,
CRACKNELL, GAJ, KHATIB ALAMI, IBDA, JVL STUDIO, OBERMEYER, OMRAN, PALMA, RAMBOLL, 
TECH MAHINDRA, WSW, RAYA-NYC & ZAD STUDIO

Involved in Concept & Design of certain high profile Projects: 
Capital Gate AbuDhabi [most leaning man made Tower listed in the Guinness book], 
Microsoft Campus Hyderabad, Timken Bangalore, SAP Labs Bangalore, Dubai Towers Doha & Jeddah, 
Silverene Dubai, Emirates Tower Master Plan Competitions & Visualisation for various projects in ME & India

At GRID we believe every challenge unfolds a solution, nullifying its perception generally as a problem! A discreet 
approach to each project ends as a research providing insight to every new one.
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www.grid-m.com
www.facebook.com/griddesignmagic

Madhu Thankappan - Founder / Managing Director
Madhu has extensive experience in Visual Marketing,  having been in the core concept teams with RMJM, RSP and specializes in conceptual design, 
Interiors,  Architecture & Landscape. He has been involved in various competition wins with world reknowned Architects and Designers. 

Ezaz Miyya - Designer / Project Co ordinator
Ezaz is a designer who specializes in Interiors and Architecture with an eye for aesthetic detailing. With interior 
contracting and site experience, his input is crucial to designing spaces which has a selling vantage.

Vivek - Architect/ Designer
Vivek is an Architect with a vast experience in Urban Design, Master planning, Architecture, Interiors, Landscape with a good eye for detail.
With his experience in architecture he makes sure each project is portrayed in the most appealing and aesthetically attractive way to be considered a 
masterpiece.

Zeeshan Ahmed - Designer
Zeeshan is a Designer with a vast experience in Architecture, Interiors, Stand Design with a keen eye for detail.
With his experience he makes sure each project is produced in the best way to be showcased.

Roopadarshini - Admin/ Manager
Roopadarshini is the floor Manager with Interior Decoration and Graphic Design. She also handles the office administration.

Roy - Technical (Consultant) Roy is a networking and software research specialist.

Chandan - 3D Modeler/Rigger (CG Artist) 
Chandan has experience in game modeling and rigging which he extends into our skill set when required. 

OffShore Team (Mangalore, India) - Core Team with 3D Modeling/ Graphic Illustration/ PostProduction/ Sound Design experience


